


 

 

 



 

FEELINGS 

THOUGHTS                     

EMOTIONS 

LOOKING AT /REMEMBERING  THE PAST  SO AS 
NOT TO FORGET WHAT HAPPENED 
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The sea was  beautiful, I watched it from the window, 

 rippling to and fro 

ignorant of the darkness that was coming. 

unaware, just like us. 

And that darkness took me too  

And wouldn’t leave me. 

I haven’t seen the sea for a long time. 

I haven’t seen anything for a long time. 

Not even hope. 
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Far from reality, 

from everything they should be close to, 

as far as the moon from the sun, 

far from light and radiance 

  

Close to terror and fear, 

Close to illness and misfortune, 

Close like sand to sea 

Close to death and tremor 

  

Capable of remaining hopeful, 

 reducing the distance, 

 creating new thoughts,  

so as not to forget to be proud. 
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In memory there is grief. 

 In grief there is hope.                              

In hope there is melancholy.  

In melancholy there is love. 

 In these five feelings there is humanity’s 

remembrance for all the fallen and for those still 

forced to flee. 
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Incredible, isn’t it? 
That a flame so fearsome 
With a colour so dark                         
Can produce such beauty… 
Yes, the beauty of a butterfly 
So light, so lovely 
But fragile like 
The finest glass. 
Touch it and the beauty fades. 
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Near a barbed wire fence 

A child is sleeping                                                                                                                     

He isn’t crying, 

He isn’t moaning, 

But there is sadness in his little heart. 

 Only a little fire near him 

And some singed pictures.                                                               

A single sheet of paper, 

Colored but burned, 

Flutters upwards, 

Then stops. 

But when it stops it burns again with fire 

And, so as not to turn to ash, 

starts to flutter up again, 

Then the fire dies out, 

nothing is more to see. 

The child has disappeared. 

But where has he gone to? 
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THE MONSTER 
 
Cheerful kids play 
Under the cyan-colored sky 
But one day the sky disappeared 
And a monster appeared. 
That fierce, ugly and terrible 
monster. 
There was no need of the cross 
Like rotten apples 
Everything disappeared in the 
darkness 
Like a few others. 
Man was bad 
But he also seemed very much 
alive. 
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THE END 
  

The wind stopped ... 
They took us away, 
Bombs, screams, blows, howls. 
We arrived in hell. 
I saw many people die 
I remained alone 
Every day the same story 
I waited  for it to end 
But there was no end to it. 
I managed to get out 
But now everything is different 
Except that carousel that had 
brought me joy 
Since I was five years old 
It was still there, 
Alive in my memory. 
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Before, everything was warm, 

Ready to sustain you;  

What in the world have I done 

To deserve this? 

The emptiness persists, ever present, 

Never to be replenished. 

It spreads like an illness 

And the keen fragments of this pain 

Sharp-edged, pierce you to the quick 

And permit no relief. 

I have nothing left. I no longer observe, 

Curiously, what is around me. 

Everything seems lost, broken. 

The voices of the desperate children  

Resounding through the walls,  

That solidly hold up 

 the atrocities committed inside 

Their prayers in different languages 

Fly quickly towards the hills; in vain, 

There is no-one to hear them. 

I have lost my home, 

I have lost hope. 
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In a storm 

the wind of evil started to divide and 

discriminate, 

Contaminating all human beings. 

Everything became dark 

But in the darkness a light was perceived 

Darkness was defeated by people full of 

hope.  

For hope and a courageous spirit 

Lead to victory  
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REFLECTION ON IMMIGRATES AND REFUGEES 

 
 

They, too, like the Jews, are 
forced to flee  from their 
country, 
To abandon their homes, 
seeking for a better life. 
But, coming here, they find only 
people who consider them 
strangers, 
They are not integrated into the 
community but avoided because 
they are considered "different". 
They,  too, like butterflies 
repelled by the wind. 
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